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Measurements of total and positronium formation cross sections
for positrons and electrons scattered by hydrogen atoms and molecules

S. Zhou, H. Li, W. E. Kauppila, C. K. Kwan, and T. S. Stein
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202

~Received 12 August 1996!

We have measured total (QT) and positronium formation~QPs! cross sections for 1–302-eV positrons~e1’s!
andQT’s for electrons~e

2’s! scattered by hydrogen atoms and molecules. A beam transmission technique is
used to measureQT’s where the projectile beam passes through a low-temperature scattering cell containing a
mixture of hydrogen atoms and molecules generated in an adjacent radio-frequency discharge region.QPs’s are
measured using the same scattering cell by detecting coincidences of 511-keV annihilationg rays produced by
the decay of para-Ps and by the interaction of ortho-Ps with the walls of the scattering cell in which the Ps is
formed. The presente1-H QT’s andQPs’s agree very well with theoretical calculations. Comparisons of the
presente1 ande2-H QT’s show a merging to within 20% for energies above 12 eV.@S1050-2947~97!03701-3#

PACS number~s!: 34.80.2i, 34.90.1q
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of positrons~e1’s! and electrons~e2’s! by
atomic hydrogen are among the most fundamental ato
collision processes. Since hydrogen is the only atom
which the wave functions are known exactly,e1 ande2-H
collision processes provide an attractive testing ground
scattering theories. Although many different calculations
partial and total scattering cross sections~QT’s! have been
reported for these collision systems, it has only been rece
that measurements of some of these cross sections fore1-H
scattering have been made@1–6#. In fact, prior to 1994, there
were no directe2-H QT measurements above 12 eV, and
e1-H QT measurements at all.e1-H positronium ~Ps!
formation cross section~QPs! measurements above 13 e
were made in 1992@2#, and e1-H ionization cross section
measurements were made in 1990@1#. In addition to the
opportunity these collision systems present for making dir
comparisons between the scattering of particles and ant
ticles from the simplest atom, detailed knowledge ofe2-H
scattering cross sections is important in research on fu
plasmas and in astrophysics, and interest ine1-H scattering
has been stimulated by a need for partial and totale1-H
cross section information by astrophysicists attempting
understand details of the origin of 511-keV annihilationg
rays which have been observed coming from the direc
toward the center of the Milky Way galaxy and from sol
flares@7#.

We recently reported measurements@5# and then addi-
tional preliminary measurements@6# of QT’s for 2- to
302-eVe1’s ande2’s scattered by atomic hydrogen using
beam transmission technique where thee1 or e2 beam
passes through a cooled~150 K! aluminum scattering cel
containing a mixture of hydrogen atoms and molecules g
erated in an adjacent radio-frequency~rf! discharge region.
Our group has also made measurements ofQPs’s for e1’s
scattered by alkali atoms@8,9# by detecting the coincidence
of 511-keV annihilationg rays from a scattering cell. Base
on the success of the techniques we developed in these
vious experiments, it is quite natural for us to combine
551050-2947/97/55~1!/361~8!/$10.00
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two techniques to measureQPs’s for e
1-H scattering. In this

paper we report measurements fore1’s ~of QT’s andQPs’s!
and for e2’s ~of QT’s! scattered by atomic and molecula
hydrogen. The presente1-H QT’s supersede our earlier re
sults @5,6#, while thee2-H QT results reported earlier@6# as
preliminary are now considered to be our completed resu

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

In these experiments, variable energye1 beams~obtained
from an annealed 0.004-mm-thick tungsten moderator pla
in front of a22Nae1 source! whose energy distribution has
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of about 1 eV, ore2’s
~secondarye2’s from the same moderator! with a FWHM of
several eV, are guided by a lens system and a curved s
noid @10# to the scattering cell shown in Fig. 1~as set up for
QPs measurements!. The projectiles which emerge from th
cell are detected by a channeltron electron multiplier~CEM!
which is off axis for theQT measurements@5# and on axis

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for Ps formation cross-section m
surements.
361 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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362 55ZHOU, LI, KAUPPILA, KWAN, AND STEIN
for theQPsmeasurements. A retarding potential grid asse
bly located between the scattering cell and the CEM is u
to energy analyze the projectile beams and to provide a
tional discrimination ~beyond geometrical consideration!
against projectiles scattered through small angles@10#. The
target gas flows into the cylindrical aluminum scattering c
from an adjacent Pyrex rf discharge tube. The discharg
excited by feeding about 25 W of rf at 29 MHz into a res
nant coaxial cavity. The gas flowing into the scattering cel
H2 when the rf discharge is off and a mixture of H2 and H
when the rf discharge is on. Recombination of H atoms
the scattering cell is minimized@11# by maintaining the cell
temperature at about 150 K. Since the earlier measurem
@5# were made in our atomic hydrogen system, the degre
dissociation of the H2 in the scattering cell has been im
proved ~mainly by using better cleaning procedures for t
Pyrex discharge tube! and the precision of the knowledge o
that degree of dissociation has also been improved by m
suring not only the degree of dissociation of the H2 effusing
from the exit aperture of the scattering cell~which could
only be used to set a lower limit on the degree of dissocia
in the scattering cell for our initial measurements!, but also
by measuring the degree of dissociation of the H2 effusing
directly from the rf discharge region and finding that both
these measurements yielded essentially the same result
plying that these measurements both provide the actual
gree of dissociation in the scattering cell itself. Thus t
amount of recombination of hydrogen atoms to form m
lecular hydrogen occurring in the scattering cell is negligib
and the fraction of the total number of particles in the sc
tering cell which are hydrogen atoms can be obtained a
definite number~which for the present results is typicall
80%! simply by monitoring the gas effusing from the ex
aperture of the scattering cell with a quadrupole mass s
trometer.

A. Total cross-section measurements

In our total cross-section experiment, we use a be
transmission technique@5# to measureQT’s where thee

1 ~or
e2! beam is passed through the scattering cell. We first m
sure relative total cross sections fore1(e2)-H2 scattering
with the rf discharge turned off. These are relative cro
sections because they are obtained using the pressure
sured ~using a capacitance manometer! above the rf dis-
charge tube, whereas the pressure is lower than this in
scattering cell@5#. However, by determining the factor re
quired to normalize our relativee1(e2)-H2 cross section a
100 eV to our corresponding earlier absolutee1(e2)-H2 QT
measurement@12# and applying this same factor to all of ou
relativee1(e2)-H2 QT measurements, we are able to obta
absolute total cross sections,QT~H2! for e

1(e2)-H2 scatter-
ing, and these values are in turn used to obtain our abso
total cross sections,QT~H! for e1~e2!-H scattering.

In order to obtain the absolute total cross sectionQT~H!
for e1(e2)’s scattered by atomic hydrogen, we determi
the projectile beam attenuation with the rf discharge
@(N0/N)rf on# ~whereN0 is the number of projectile beam
particles transmitted through an evacuated scattering ce
lengthL, andN is the number transmitted through the sam
scattering cell when it contains target gas! and the beam
attenuation with the rf discharge off@(N0/N)rf off# with the
-
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flow of H2 into the discharge tube kept constant. Using t
information,QT~H! can be determined from the relationsh
@13#

QT~H!5
QT~H2!

&
F1f H ln~N0 /N!rf on

ln~N0 /N!rf off
21J 11G , ~1!

where f512n8~H2!/n~H2! is the degree of dissociation o
H2, while n8~H2! andn~H2! are the number densities of mo
lecular hydrogen in the scattering cell for the discharge
and off, respectively.

The estimated experimental errors for ourQT measure-
ments are summarized in Table I, where the ‘‘experimen
errors’’ listed represent the combining in quadrature of
errors associated with each measured experimental pa
eter, while the ‘‘maximum errors’’ are the simple addition
each individual error component. A source of error not
cluded in Table I relates to our inability to discrimina
against elastic scattering at small forward angles which
sults in our measuredQT’s being lower than the actual val
ues. The estimated upper limits for the angular discrimi
tion values@10# of this experiment fore1-H elastic scattering
at representative energies~and the resulting estimate
amounts by which ourQT measurements may be too low!
are 28° at 4.5 eV~35% too low!, 25° at 11 eV~10% too low!,
26° at 21 eV~3% too low!, and<15° for energies>50 eV
~,2% too low!. Similar estimates for oure2-H measure-
ments are 30° at 2 eV~<5% too low!, 9° at 11 eV~5% too
low!, 5° at 20–50 eV~5% too low!, and<4° for energies
>100 eV~,2% too low!. Discrimination of this experimen
for e1 ande2-H inelastic scattering should be complete d
to the use of the retarding potential grid located after
scattering cell.

B. Ps formation cross-section measurements

Our experimental approach@8# for measuringQPsmainly
involves setting a lower limit onQPs which is obtained by
detecting~with photomultiplier tubes and attached NaI sci
tillators on opposite sides of the scattering cell as shown
Fig. 1! the 511-keV annihilationg rays in coincidence pro-
duced by the decay of para-Ps formed bye1-H ande1-H2

TABLE I. Estimated experimental percentage errors~maximum
percentage errors in parentheses! contributing to the presen
positron- and electron-H total cross-section measurements. In a
tion, statistical uncertainties~given in Table III!, and the effect of
the uncertainty in the energy assignment~0.5 eV for both positrons
and electrons! and of the energy widths of the positron~1 eV
FWHM! and electron~several eV FWHM! beams would have to be
combined with the experimental error subtotals to obtain ove
errors.

e1 e2

QT~H2! 6~17.5! 5~14.5!
N, N0 2~4! 2~4!

f 5~5! 5~5!

n 3.5~6! 3.5~6!

L 2~2! 2~2!

Subtotal 9.0~34.5! 8.4~31.5!
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55 363MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL AND POSITRONIUM . . .
collisions in the scattering cell, and by the interaction
ortho-Ps~which corresponds to34 of all Ps formed in the cell!
with the walls of the cell. An axial magnetic field~90 G!
prevents scatterede1’s from reaching and annihilating on th
cell walls and contributing to the coincidence signal, wh
direct annihilation ofe1’s in the target gas is known to b
negligible @14# at thee1 energies used in the present inve
tigation.

To determine our measured Ps formation cross sec
QPs~H! for e1’s scattered by atomic hydrogen, we first d
termine the total and positronium formation cross secti
for e1-H2 scattering,QT~H2! andQPs~H2! ~with the rf dis-
charge off!, and the total cross sections fore1-H scattering,
QT~H! ~with the rf discharge on!. Then we measure the co
incidence counts of 511-keVg rays from the scattering re
gion with the rf discharge on when the flow of H2 into the
discharge tube is kept constant. Using this informati
QPs~H! can be determined~see the Appendix! from the rela-
tionship

QPs~H!5
NPseCEM

N0e
2aLseGFG

2 ~12e2aD! F ~12 f !

& f
QT~H2!

1QT~H!G2
~12 f !

& f
QPs~H2!, ~2!

where

a5
ln~N0/N!rf off

L F f S&QT~H!

QT~H2!
21D11G , ~3!

QPs~H2!5
NPseCEM

N0e
2nQT~H2!LseGFG

2 ~12e2nQT~H2!D!
QT~H2!,

~4!

NPs is the detected number of 511-keVg-ray coincidences
for the rf discharge on for Eq.~2! and off for Eq.~4!, eCEM

TABLE II. Estimated experimental percentage errors~maxi-
mum percentage errors in parentheses! contributing to the presen
positron-H, H2 positronium formation cross-section measuremen
In addition, statistical uncertainties~given in Table IV!, and the
effect of the uncertainty in the positron beam energy assignm
~0.5 eV! and of the energy width of the positron beam~1 eV
FWHM! would have to be combined with the experimental er
subtotals to obtain overall errors.

H H2

QT~H2! 0~0.1! 0.3~0.8!
QT~H! 0.5~2!

QPs~H2! 2~4!

eCEM 5~5! 5~5!

eG 5~5! 5~5!

FG 5~5! 5~5!

f 5~5!

n 3.5~6! 3.2~5.5!
L 2.6~2.6! 2.6~2.6!

Subtotal 11.1~34.7! 9.6~23.9!
f

-

n

s

,

~50.80! is the measured efficiency of the CEM for detecti
positrons,N0 is the detected number of primary beam po
trons,L is the length of the scattering cell,Ls is the distance
along the cell axis from the cell entrance to the leading e

FIG. 2. Total cross sections for positron-H scattering. The arr
indicates the positronium formation threshold. Statistical uncerta
ties for the present results in this and the following figures
represented by error bars except where they are encompassed
size of the symbols.

FIG. 3. Comparison of positron- and electron-H and H2 total
cross sections. Arrows indicate the locations of the positroni
formation thresholds for H~6.8 eV! and H2 ~8.6 eV!.
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364 55ZHOU, LI, KAUPPILA, KWAN, AND STEIN
of the scintillators,D is the diameter of the scintillators,eG
~50.0055! is the measured efficiency of our system~by us-
ing a movable, calibrated22Na test source! for detecting co-
incidences of 511-keVg rays produced in the interior of ou
scattering cell~ignoring g-ray absorption by the cell walls!,
andFG ~50.87! is the fraction of 511-keVg rays transmitted
through the cell walls.QPs~H2! is determined using the rela
tionship given in Eq.~4!. Since1

4 of all Ps produced is para
Ps, while3

4 is ortho-Ps, ideallyQPs should equal 43Qpara-Ps.
The lifetime of para-Ps is 0.125 ns and of ortho-Ps is 142
The kinetic energy of Ps is essentially equal to the incid
positron energy minus the difference between the ioniza
threshold of the target atom~molecule! and the binding en-
ergy of Ps. As a result, in our experiment all of the para
will decay within 1 mm of where it is formed~i.e., near the

TABLE III. Present total cross-section results with statistic
uncertainties~in units of 10216 cm2! for e6-H, H2 collisions.

E ~eV! e1-H2 QT e1-H QT

1.5 1.0260.14 0.3660.27
4.0 0.8160.07 0.6260.16
5.0 0.7960.06 0.6460.14
6.0 0.8960.06 0.6360.11
6.5 0.9160.08 1.1960.30
7.0 0.7860.06 1.5060.12
8.0 0.7760.06 2.3660.12
9.0 1.1360.06 3.3360.14
10.0 1.3260.06 3.5660.15
11.0 1.8660.05 3.7660.10
13.0 2.6160.07 4.2360.15
16.0 3.6160.08 5.0160.21
21.0 4.7160.06 4.8260.14
31.0 4.6860.08 3.9360.13
51.0 3.8660.05 3.0960.12
76.0 3.1760.07 2.3160.13
101.0 2.6760.05 1.9460.11
151.0 2.1460.07 1.5660.13
201.0 1.6060.12 1.1060.24
301.0 1.4260.15 1.0160.32

E ~eV! e2-H2 QT e2-H QT

1.7 15.6660.07 16.8360.17
3.7 16.3960.05 12.7560.12
5.7 14.7460.04 9.8460.07
7.7 13.2460.08 7.5960.17
10.7 10.5760.03 6.0760.07
12.7 9.1860.07 5.1260.17
15.7 8.1060.07 4.4960.13
20.7 6.5560.02 3.8360.04
25.7 5.4960.03 3.2560.05
30.7 5.0160.03 3.0460.05
50.7 3.7660.04 2.4360.07
75.7 2.9860.03 2.0160.05
100.7 2.5660.02 1.7560.04
150.7 2.0260.02 1.3660.04
200.7 1.7160.03 1.1860.05
300.7 1.3160.03 0.8960.06
s.
t
n

s

positron beam axis!, while ortho-Ps with its much longe
lifetime will generally collide with the cell walls~e.g., with
an energy of 1 eV it will travel about 6 cm during its mea
lifetime!. Since these coincidence measurements should
count for all of the para-Ps formation and at least part of
ortho-Ps formation~through the interaction of ortho-Ps wit
the cell walls!, they result in lower limits~LL ! onQPs. The
estimated experimental errors for ourQPsmeasurements ar
summarized in Table II.

A second approach@8# to obtain information aboutQPs’s
is to perform a beam transmission measurement simila
the measurement ofQT except that deliberate efforts ar
made~by using no retarding potential on the CEM retardi
elements, high axial magnetic fields in the scattering reg
and a large cell-exit aperture! to detect all of the scattere
positrons except those which have formed Ps and those
tered into the backward hemisphere. This measurement
the angular discrimination deliberately made poor wou
then be an upper limit onQPs, which we refer to as UL.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Total cross sections

Our presente1-H QT measurements are listed in Table I
and shown in Fig. 2 along with our original measureme
@5# and prior theoretical results@15–21#. There is very good
agreement of the present measurements with the coupled
state approximation calculation of Kernoghanet al. @21# and
the 28-state close-coupling approximation calculation
Mitroy @20# ~except at the lowest energies of overlap whe
the discrimination of our experiment againste1’s scattered
elastically through small angles tends to become a more
nificant problem!, and with a pseudostate close-coupling a
proximation calculation of Walters@16# at higher energies.

The presente1-H ande2-H QT’s are compared in Fig. 3
with our prior @12# measurede1-H2 and e

2-H2 QT’s and
with prior semiempirical results@22#, and theoretical calcu-
lations @16,21,23–26#. In addition to the very good agree
ment between the present measurede1-H QT’s with the
theoretical calculations, Fig. 3 shows that there is also v
good agreement between the present measurede2-H QT’s
and the coupled-channel optical potential calculation
Bray, Konovalov, and McCarthy@23,24#. An additional ob-
servation that can be made in Fig. 3 is that thee1-H and
e2-H QT’s are quite close to each other~within about 20%!
from about 12 eV to the highest energies investigated~300
eV!. The proximity of thee1-H ande2-H QT’s is intriguing,
particularly near the low end of the energy range, when i
realized that the integrated elastic cross section fore2’s is
estimated@23# to be more than four times as large as th
calculated@15# for e1’s at 30 eV and still about 40% large
even at 300 eV, while our measured Ps formation cross
tion ~see next section! near 30 eV comprises about 30%
QT for e1-H scattering. This proximity of thee1-H and
e2-H QT’s suggests that even though the partial cross s
tions that contribute toQT are behaving very differently for
e1’s ande2’s, the various scattering channels for each p
jectile appear to be ‘‘coupled’’ with each other in the sen
that the sums of the partial cross sections~i.e., theQT’s! for
e1’s and e2’s turn out to be quite close to each other.
would seem relevant that a theoretical analysis by Dewan

l
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55 365MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL AND POSITRONIUM . . .
@27# related to higher-order Born amplitudes calculated
the closure approximation has been shown to imply@28,29#
that if e2 exchange can be ignored in thee2 scattering case
and if the closure approximation is valid, then a merging~or
near merging! of the e1- and e2-atomQT’s can occur at
energies considerably lower than the asymptotic energie
which the first Born approximation is valid.

B. Ps formation cross sections

The measured upper and lower limits onQPs for e
1-H2

scattering are listed in Table IV and shown in Fig. 4 alo
with prior measurements@30–32# and available theoretica

TABLE IV. Present positronium formation cross-section resu
with statistical uncertainties~in units of 10216 cm2! for e1-H, H2
collisions.

E ~eV! e1-H QPs e1-H QPs~LL !

4.0 20.00260.044
5.0 20.03360.065
6.0 0.13960.058
7.0 0.56860.084 0.56860.084
8.0 1.08060.094
9.0 1.68060.112 1.57360.104
10.0 1.94060.110
11.0 2.35560.114 2.10560.101
12.0 2.76560.115 2.48960.104
13.0 2.92560.096
16.0 2.93060.077 2.68160.070
18.5 2.54560.077 2.26060.068
21.0 2.27560.073 1.96060.063
26.0 1.60460.070 1.31660.057
31.0 1.21060.059
41.0 0.71160.060 0.46560.039
51.0 0.45360.037 0.24860.020
76.0 0.20760.033
101.0 0.11560.029

E ~eV! e1-H2 QPs~LL ! e1-H2 QPs~UL!

4.0 0.01260.040 0.3360.092
5.0 20.06560.027
6.0 0.01360.034
7.0 20.03760.033 0.2860.063
8.0 20.00760.029
9.0 0.08860.036 0.8560.075
10.0 0.23460.038
11.0 0.56560.049 1.3960.070
12.0 0.85760.053 1.7760.067
13.0 1.22060.052
16.0 2.01060.053 2.8360.045
18.5 2.08060.058 3.0260.050
21.0 2.03060.058 3.0760.048
26.0 1.68060.062 2.6360.054
31.0 1.61060.059
41.0 1.19060.067 2.0060.067
51.0 0.71260.040 1.3960.049
76.0 0.27160.034
101.0 0.18060.030
at

results@7,33,34#. Our measured UL and LL values are with
50% of each other over the energy range from 13 to 30
If there are no serious systematic errors in the measurem
then the true value ofQPs would be bracketed by these lim
its. Comparing our presentQPsmeasurements with the prio
experimental results@30–32#, one can see that our UL an
LL limits bracket those results quite well. Although ou
lower limits are obviously on the lower end of all the dat
considering that Fornari, Diana, and Coleman@30# and Diana
et al. @31# measuredQPsby using basically the same metho
as our UL approach which actually gives the upper limit
QPs, we cannot definitely say which results would be clos
to the true values ofQPs. The theoretical results~using a
molecular Jackson-Schiff approximation! of Ray, Ray, and
Saha@34# cover only the high-energy tail ofQPswhere they
are close to ourQPs~LL ! values, while the semiempirica
results of Bussard, Ramaty, and Drachman@7# and first Born
approximation~n51 and 2 states of Ps! results of Biswas
et al. @33# are roughly consistent with the general trends
our experimental results. It is worth noting that theQPs lower
limit results we measured fore1-Ar, -K, -Na, and -Rb scat-
tering@8,9# all agree reasonably well with the otherQPsmea-
surements~for Ar! and theoretical calculations~for K, Na,
and Rb!. This may suggest that in those experiments~using
essentially the same approach and the same type of appa
as in the present experiment! a major part of the ortho-Ps
which accounts for34 of all the Ps formed in the cell, interact
with the cell walls and gives rise to the emission of 511-k
annihilationg rays in coincidence and this in turn could r
sult in our measuredQPs lower limits for those atoms being
close to the true values ofQPs, which we would expect may
also apply to our H2 measurements.

FIG. 4. Positronium formation cross sections for positron-2
scattering.
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366 55ZHOU, LI, KAUPPILA, KWAN, AND STEIN
The measuredQPs’s for e1-H scattering are listed in
Table IV and shown in Fig. 5 along with prior measureme
@3# and some theoretical results@20,21,35–40#. For graphical
clarity, and due to limited space, we have selected only a
of the large number of available theoretical calculations c
sidered to be good representations of the most reliable
should be noticed that ourQPs results ~‘‘This work’’ ! for
e1-H scattering are determined by using our measured lo
limit ~LL ! values ofQPs for e

1-H2 scattering in Eq.~2!,
whereas in order to determine true lower limits ofQPs
@‘‘This work ~LL !’’ # for e1-H scattering we used our mea
sured upper limit values ofQPs for e

1-H2 scattering in Eq.
~2!. It is to be noted that we have not determinedQPs~UL!
values fore1-H scattering due to large uncertainties arisi
from the mixture of H and H2 in the scattering cell. On the
basis of our earlierQPsmeasurements~see discussion above!
we expect our ‘‘This work’’ results to be the most reliab
indicators of the actualQPs. Our presentQPsmeasurements
for e1-H scattering are seen in Fig. 5 to be reasonably c
sistent with the prior experimental results@3#. It is very en-
couraging to see the very good agreement of the presentQPs
measurements with the recent coupled 33-state calculatio
Kernoghanet al. @21# and the 28-state close-coupling a
proximation calculation of Mitroy@20#, and with most of the
other theoretical calculations@35–37#. However, the first
Born approximation results of Massey and Mohr@40# and the
rather sophisticated Fock-Tani calculation of Straton@38# are
about 40–50 % higher than our measurements near the
region, while the two-state close-coupling approximati
calculation results by Basu, Banerji, and Ghosh@39# are
lower than our lower limits below 20 eV.

In Fig. 6 we show the relationship of our measuredQT’s
~‘‘Total’’ ! andQPs’s ~‘‘Ps’’ ! to other calculated and mea
sured partiale1-H cross sections, including the elast

FIG. 5. Positronium formation cross sections for positron
scattering.
s
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~‘‘Elastic’’ ! and excitation(‘‘1 s-2s, ’ ’ ‘ ‘1 s-2p’ ’) cross
sections calculated by Kernoghanet al. @21# as well as the
ionization cross sections~‘‘Ioniz.’’ ! measured by Joneset al.
@4#. In addition to these partial cross sections, we have e
mated the sum of all of the other discrete excitation cr
sections~‘‘Other exc.’’! by subtracting the values calculate
by Kernoghanet al. @21# for all of the above partial cross
sections~elastic, 1s-2s, 1s-2p, Ps, and ionization! from the
QT’s calculated by Kernoghanet al. @21#. If our measured
QT’s and all of the partial cross sections shown in Fig. 6 a
correct, then one would expect the sum~‘‘Sum’’ ! of all of
those partial cross sections to be equal to our measuredQT’s
~‘‘Total’’ !, so Fig. 6 provides a check of the consistency
the partial cross sections shown~including our measured
QPs’s! and our measuredQT’s. At low energies~below 10
eV!, the positron beam energy uncertainty and width and
errors in ourQT measurements due to the angular discrim
nation of our experiment result in relatively large experime
tal errors in ourQT’s and QPs’s so a comparison of the
‘‘Sum’’ curve and the ‘‘Total’’ curve is not too meaningfu
at such low energies. From 10 to 100 eV, this comparis
provides a more stringent consistency check and it is fo
that the ‘‘Sum’’ curve is very close to the ‘‘Total’’ curve
The proximity of these curves suggests that the partial cr
sections shown in Fig. 6 are consistent with our measu
QT’s, and the consistency of all of these results with ea
other attaches somewhat more credibility to all of them th
would just a comparison of the individual partial cross se
tions with corresponding calculations or measurements
should be noted that in order to optimize the clarity of Fig.
we have selected only one set of experimental or theore
results for each of the partial cross sections shown ra
than showing several different sets of available results
each partial cross section, and there are other sets of m
sured or calculated partial cross sections~e.g., theQPs’s and
or theQion’s measured by Weberet al. @3#! that could be

FIG. 6. Total and partial cross sections for positron-H scatteri
~Error bars are not shown to improve clarity.!
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substituted for those used in Fig. 6 without perturbing
indicated degree of consistency appreciably. It appears
considerable progress has been made both experimen
and theoretically in understanding this most fundamen
atomic collision system, but it still remains that there are
direct measurements of elastic and excitation cross sec
for e1-H scattering.

In addition to using Fig. 6 to check consistency of t
e1-H partial and total cross sections, it is also of interest j
to see the relative roles of the various partial cross sect
that contribute toQT . Between 10 and 35 eV, Ps formatio
is the largest of all the partial cross sections that contribut
QT , reaching a maximum value near 15 eV which is mo
than three times as large as the elastic cross section at 1
which is the next largest partial cross section at that ene
and more than three times as large as the maximum rea
by the ionization cross section~near 50 eV!. QPsat its maxi-
mum~near 15 eV! accounts for approximately 60% ofQT . It
is noteworthy that elastic scattering accounts for less t
one-fifth of QT in e1-H scattering at and above 15 eV
whereas in thee2-H scattering case it is estimated@41# to
account for more than 80% ofQT at 15 eV and still consti-
tute about 60% ofQT at 30 eV.

Returning to the indications that our measurede1-H QPs’s
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 may be close to correct, leads
consideration somewhat tangent to the main thrust of th
investigations, but nonetheless interesting. Since oure1-H
QPs’s were obtained by detecting 511-keV annihilationg
rays in coincidence, and the decay of ortho-Ps~which con-
stitutes three-fourths of all the Ps formed in our cell! would
not tend to contribute to that signal, the implication is tha
major part of the ortho-Ps is giving rise to a two-g-ray coin-
cidence signal upon interacting with the walls of our alum
num scattering cell. Furthermore, this conversion proces
occurring efficiently over the entire energy range inves
gated in our experiments, which includes Ps energies d
to just a few eV or less. This observation is consistent w
the high degree of ortho-Ps conversion~to a two-g-ray coin-
cidence signal! suggested by our priorQPsmeasurements fo
Na, K, Rb, and Ar@8,9#. In contrast, ortho-Ps interactin
with a MgO coated surface has been found@42# to have a
very low probability of giving rise to a two-g-ray coinci-
dence signal at low Ps energies~3 eV!. Therefore it may be
interesting to study this conversion process as a function
Ps energy on various surfaces.
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APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF QPs„H…

The derivation of Eq.~2! for determiningQPs~H! for e1-H
scattering begins with the basic expression for the atten
tion of N0 projectile beam particles as they pass throug
e
at
lly
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t
ns
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a
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gas scattering region composed of a mixture of H and2
~with number densities ofn1 andn2, respectively!,

N~x!5N0e
2ax, ~A1!

where

a5n1QT~H!1n2QT~H2! ~A2!

andQT~H! andQT~H2! are the total cross sections for pos
trons scattering from H and H2.

The number of incident positrons that will form Ps in th
scattering cell between the NaI scintillators will be

NPs5E
Ls

Ls1D

N~x!@n1QPs~H!1n2QPs~H2!#dx, ~A3!

where Ls and Ls1D are the distances along the positro
beam from the entrance aperture of the cell to where
scintillators ~having a diameterD! begin and end, and
QPs~H2! is the Ps formation cross section fore1-H2 scatter-
ing. Integrating Eq.~A3! gives

NPs5@n1QPs~H!1n2QPs~H2!#
N0e

2aLs@12e2aD#

a
.

~A4!

From this expression we obtain

QPs~H!5
aNPs

n1N0e
2aLs@12e2aD#

2
n2
n1

QPs~H2!. ~A5!

Using conditions of constant flow of gas into the scatt
ing cell when the rf discharge tube is on and off, the deg
of dissociation of H2 in the scattering cell is

f512
n2
n28
, ~A6!

wheren28 is the number density of H2 when the rf discharge
is off. The number density of H in the cell when the
discharge is on is given by

n15& f n28 , ~A7!

where it is recognized that each H2 produces 2 H atoms and
the velocity of H is larger than that of H2 by &, which
increases the pumping speed of the cell-exit apertures fo
relative to H2 by the same factor. The ratio of the numb
densities of H2 and H with the rf discharge on is given by

n2
n1

5
12 f

& f
. ~A8!

Considering that when the rf discharge is off the atten
tion of the projectile beam in the cell~lengthL! is

S NN0
D
rf off

5e2n28QT~H2!L, ~A88!

the expression fora in Eq. ~A2! can be rewritten as

a5
ln~N0 /N!rf off

L F f S&QT~H!

QT~H2!
21D11G . ~A9!
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In this experiment our measured number of primary be
particlesN0 and Ps formation coincidence signalNPs are
related to the actual quantitiesN0 andNPsby the expressions

N05N0 /eCEM ~A10!

and

NPs5NPs/~eGFG
2 !, ~A11!

whereeCEM is the measured channeltron detection efficien
for positrons,eG is the measured efficiency of our system f
detecting coincidences of 511-keVg rays produced in the
interior of our scattering cell~ignoring g-ray absorption by
the cell walls!, and FG is the fraction of 511-keVg rays
transmitted through the cell walls. The measured quan
be

G.

en

ys

.

s.

.

S.

Y

itt,
.
in

la,

.

y

ty

NPs assumes that all of the ortho-Ps that forms in the sc
tering cell is converted into 511-keVg rays at the cell walls
and this effect has been taken into account in determin
eG .

With the above information it now follows that

QPs~H!5
NPseCEM

N0e
2aLseGFG

2 ~12e2aD! F ~12 f !

& f
QT~H2!

1QT~H!G2
~12 f !

& f
QPs~H2!, ~A12!

making it possible to obtain a measured Ps formation cr
section fore1-H scattering based entirely upon measura
quantities.
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